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A systematic  
approach to  
company research.
Build, test and share bespoke  
factor strategies with BQuant.
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Introducing BQuant,  
Bloomberg’s quantitative 
analytics platform.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buy-side company research analysts are faced with 
managing increasing amounts of complex data to 
evaluate investment strategies and better understand 
relative return potential. 

Bloomberg has built BQuant, an interactive 
development tool that enables users to build, test and 
share research — with faster time to market. 

The BQuant environment is built on open source tools 
like Python and JupyterLab and is fully integrated with 
the Bloomberg Terminal®. 



Manage multiple complex datasets in one 
integrated solution. 

BQL, Bloomberg’s new query language, is a powerful 
tool that enables users to access the rich universe of 
Bloomberg data as well as perform computations 
such as screening and aggregation.

BQuant uses BQL to enable users to leverage 
Bloomberg’s analytics and infrastructure for tasks 
such as factor research, that can ultimately be shared 
as interactive visualizations with other Bloomberg 
users to make better investment decisions. 

BQL  
Bloomberg data

Analytics & 
infrastructure

Shareable 
interactive 
visualizations

BQuant

Bloomberg’s quantitative analytics platform.
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Screen and aggregate data using  
Bloomberg’s infrastructure.

BQL allows you to retrieve curated data on the 
Bloomberg Terminal. The data is normalized, aligned  
and linked across data sets.

Explore relationships between different data sets with 
ease including point-in-time reported and estimated 
company financials.
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Universe Count Average St Dev Min Max

Universe 2891 1.4077 3.4325 -18.28 22.74

RAY IndexUniverse: pct_chg(is_eps(dates=range(-3m, 0d), fpo=1))BQL Expression: 

Percent change in earnings estimates

# of 
securities

Distribution of percent 
change in earnings 
estimates for the Russell 
3000 index.

BQL Code

pct_chg(is_eps(dates=range(-3m, 0d), fpo=1))



Access pre-built models or build your own with 
open source tools.

Bloomberg provides sophisticated libraries for activities 
such as factor research and factor scoring.

Pre-built models using these libraries can be customized, 
or you can build your own analyses using our underlying 
engines and open source tools.
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Import the BQL  
library to access data. 
Import the pandas and 
numpy libraries.

BQFactor

from bqfactor import Factor 

my_factor = Factor(bq.data.is_eps(dates=range(‘-3m’, ‘0d’)).pct_chg()) 

my_factor().analyze(universe, start=’2008-01-31’, end=’2017-12-31’, 

freq=’m’, n_quantiles=5)



Project File Edit View Insert Call Kemel Widgets Help

Python 3 (sandboxed)

Markdown

ctrl_ticker_ac = TickerAutoComplete(description='Index:', yellow_keys=['Index'], max_results=5, value=DEFAULT_TICKER)
ctrl_txt_ValueParam = Text(value='IS_EPS', description='Value:')
ctrl_txt_Grwt = Text(value='SALES_GROWTH', description='Growth:')
ctrl_txt_Mom = Text(value="((PX_LAST/FIRST(PX_LAST(start=-3M, �ll=prev)) - 1) * 100)", description='Momentum:')
ctrl_button = Button(description='Run', button_style='success')

ctrl_txt_ValueParam.layout.display = 'none'
ctrl_txt_Grwt.layout.display = 'none'
ctrl_txt_Mom.layout.display = 'none'

form = VBox([
    HBox([ctrl_ticker_ac, ctrl_button]),
    HBox([], layout=Layout(margin='20px')),
    HBox([ctrl_txt_ValueParam, ctrl_txt_Grwt,ctrl_txt_Mom])
])

display(form)
sbar = StatsBar()
dg=Grid()
Calc_Scoring()
ctrl_button.on_click(Calc_Scoring)

# Init display        
# Get data for the default ticker

In [18]:

In [17]: # Controls

 display(self.data_grid)

def Calc_Scoring(btn=None):
    ticker = ctrl_ticker_ac.value.split(':')[0].strip()
    valueParam=ctrl_txt_ValueParam.value
    grwtParam =ctrl_txt_Grwt.value
    momParam=ctrl_txt_Mom.value
    data = getDataCalcScore(ticker,valueParam,grwtParam,momParam)
    sbar.plot_bar_chart(data)
    dg.populate_data(data)
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Visualize, share and publish interactive models.

Leverage our charting libraries to visualize data  
and understand your research results. With BQuant, 
you can share your models to collaborate with quant 
colleagues and also publish interactive apps to other 
Bloomberg users at your firm as Launchpad apps.  
The published interactive models are delivered as  
an app via Launchpad.



BQuant allows you to program your Bloomberg 
in a systematic way — without the need to invest 
in a new environment of your own. 

Take your investment analysis to the next level — 
from normalizing and analyzing the data to 
visualizing and disseminating the analysis —  
in one integrated solution.



Take the next step.

Bloomberg has a team of specialists  
to discuss your specific use case needs. 
To get started with BQuant, please contact 
your Bloomberg representative. 

bloomberg.com/professional
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